Interim Bureau Decision

IDB/08/2017 - 04th December 2017

Subject:
A request to the Bureau from the Delegate for Australia, on behalf of the NAC, to make changes to the original Bid Document for the WPC 2018 (Formation Skydiving, Canopy Formation, Artistic Events, Speed Skydiving).

a) these were connected to rule changes in VFS and SP, made after their bid was compiled, which are no fault of the organiser.

VFS now 10 rounds or + 2 jumps more than before. Increase of entry-fee is equal to the price of 2 training-jumps.

in SP the rule changes increasing the number of rounds and reducing the number of exits per pass is reflected in a corresponding balanced increase of the entry-fee.

c) other additions or specifications shown in red font in their request are optional and do not need Bureau approval because they are optional.

IBD-08: The IPC Bureau unanimously approves the proposed changes to the Bid document.

This approval will be communicated to the various Committee Chairs so they may include this in their Plenary Agenda presentations regarding the FCE’s 2018.